
THINOPTICS
What do you get for the boomer who has everything?
Something practical, sleek and really cool. ThinOptics are
reading glasses that fit in a credit card-sized case that
adheres to the back of your cellphone and comfortably
clamp to the bridge of your nose. You will never misplace
those menu readers again. $24.95, thinoptics.com

VIM & VIGR
COMPRESSION
SOCKS
Move over, beige, there’s a
new stylin’ compression
sock in town.Who knew
these long-haul plane ride
must-haves, with advanced
Gradient Pressure knitting
technology to improve
circulation and alleviate
aching and leg swelling,
could be so fashion-forward?
$32.95, vimvigr.com
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Special to Newsday

When it comes to travel, one gift
does not fit all, though some
do suit many. Just as travelers
run the gamut from laid-back

staycationers day tripping at a local vineyard
to full-out explorers climbing mountains in
remote areas, so does their gear.

Wish your loved ones a bon voyage with
these gifts for frequent travelers. Whether
they’re road-trippers or jet-setters, there’s
something here for
everyone.

MAGNEMASK AND QUICK CLAVA HATS
Both the Magne Mask and Quick Clava combine head protection
with added neck and face cover. Face and neck wraps stow in the
Quick Clava beanie and can be pulled down to stave off frigid temps.
TheMagneMask hood fits under helmets, with face guard that
quickly snaps into place with strong magnets. Great for skiers or
snowboarders or those who just want to glide or hike when the
temps dip. MagneMask: $40, Quick Clava; $24.99-$34.99, from the
Container Store inWestbury and seirus.com

Going along
for the ride
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THENIGHTSTARS
C24travel newsday.com/travel

MECAM
This low-price mini personal video cam,
shaped like a UFO and smaller than an
“I Like Ike” button, pins right to your
clothing and takes 80 minutes of de-
cent, albeit a bit shaky, videos (720p
resolution). There are options for still
shots (5 megapixels) and infrared in low
light, and you can download straight to
your laptop with an included cord.
$69.99, mecam.me

More gifts
for the
traveler,
C22

Presents they’ll be sure to pack for the train, plane and car
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‘THE RUFF GUIDE
TO THE UNITED
STATES’
Does your dog want to learn
to surf? Fly in a seaplane?
Camp in a safari tent in
Yellowstone or stay in the lap
of luxury by the Atlantic
Ocean? Of course she does,
and you can come along, too.
Give this book, which features
365 of the best dog-friendly attractions and
accommodations in all 50 states, to the traveler in your
life who hates to leave Fido at home. $25, ruffguides.com

Gifts thatGO

‘LONELY PLANET
ULTIMATE
TRAVEL’
This tabletop book ranks the
top 500 spots in the world,
based on the reports of
Lonely Planet’s intrepid
travelers. The fact that the
Temples of Angkor, the
Great Barrier Reef and
Machu Picchu top the list (in that order) provides
some idea of this catalog’s adventurous scope and
focus. Photos are stunning. $24.99 from
lonelyplanet.com and select bookstores.

MOJI FOOT PROMASSAGER
This slip-resistant foot massager features large
stainless steel omnidirectional massage spheres to
target heel, toe and plantar fasciitis pain, and
improve circulation, after hours of sitting in a
cramped airplane seat. Though hefty, it’s small
enough to slip into a backpack. $39.99, gomoji.com

travel
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GIRL TRUNKS
Guys have it easy. They can
hike, kayak, and surf in their
swimwear, and never need
to change before or after
taking a plunge. Thanks to
Girl Trunks— swim shorts
and halter swim tops for
females —women can
share in this serendipitous
approach to adventure.
Trunks $79, tops $59,
girltrunks.com

TUNIC BY TINA
STEPHENS
The 100 percent rayon
Tina¾-sleeve tunic is
light, stylish, packs
easily (and de-
wrinkleswhile you
shower), covers the bumpy
parts, and looks great with
leggings. Change shoes and
jewelry after a day of
sightseeing, and you’re ready
for a fancy dinner. $98,
shoptinastephens.com
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BROADWAY UP CLOSE
AND PERSONAL
WITH E.T.C.
You’ve been to a thousand Broadway
shows, but have you ever had a private
meal with one of the actors? Purchase a
Private Act 1 Tour with Broadway Up
Close Tours, and enjoy lunch or coffee at
Edgar’s Cafe with an actor from a
Broadway show (pictured, Savannah
Frazier from “Amazing Grace,”with her
lunch dates). $115 per person for tour
and lunch; $75 per person for just lunch
(two-person minimum);
etccustomevents.com
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BIAGGI ZIPSACK
This ingenious lightweight,
spacious four-wheel “spinner”
luggage folds to the size of a small
briefcase when not in use. The
22-inch Zipsack can hold a week’s

worth of clothing, pulls
easily with
enclosed
strap and
comes in
hot new
colors. $70,
biaggi.com
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Continued
from page
C21

SWIMS SPORT LOAFER
Swims brings a bunch of class to the basic
water shoe. Constructed of rubber and
mesh, these eye-catching shoes in trendy
styles and colors are as at home on Jet Skis
and pebbly beaches as they are at the new
restaurant everyone is raving about. $159, at
select Saks stores and saksfifthavenue.com
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CUTEX ADVANCED
REVIVAL NAIL POLISH
REMOVER PADS
Each felt pad is conveniently packaged, fits
in your pocket or purse, and is strong
enough to remove polish on all 10 fingers or
toes. And it’s TSA approved. $7.98 for a
two-pack with 20 pads, cutexshop.com

PACKABLE
PAILS
These full-sized collapsible
beach pails solve the
problem of hauling bulky
sand containers to the
beach. Available in four fun
colors — pink, blue, yellow
and orange, — the very
sturdy pails store flat and
take up very little room.
$14.99, packablepails.com

ROOTSTIX
Amarker-like pen
that covers gray
roots and is perfect
for travel. (It also works
on men’s beards and
brows.) A great “girlfriend
gift” for those who can
relate to hair “in-between
colorings.” $15, rootstix.com
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AIRFRAME PORTABLE
CAR MOUNT
This device solves the problem of
having to balance your mobile phone
on your lap to read GPS directions.
The Airframe grips the phone and
locks it into the car’s air vent and
releases easily. A new leather edition
makes it giftworthy for road-trippers
of all ages. $24.95-$39.95, kenu.com
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SQUEEZE
POD
TSA-compliant, vegan
and cruelty-free,
Squeeze Pod
toiletries range
in price from
$2.49 for an
individual pack
containing two or three single-use pods
to $14.99, for variety gift kits including
Weekend Getaway Kit and Patient
Pamper Kit; squeezepod.com

YOUVEES
SUNSCREEN SWIPES
Uniquely packaged in an easy-to-pack
sealed finger pocket, the fragrance and
paraben-free swipes allow you to apply
30 SPF—with no greasy residue —
on the go. $33 for 24 swipes,
goadventuress.com

Pack-ready stocking stuffers
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THE NEW YORK PASS
Perfect for a New York City day trip — or a
long weekend— this smart card gives you
free admission and lets you cut lines at dozens
of attractions, including the American
Museum of Natural History, the Intrepid Sea,
Air and Space Museum and the Top of the
Rock observation deck. $90 for a one-day
adult pass; $60 for a one-day kids pass;
newyorkpasss.com
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TRIPLEyour rewards
when you travel to Latin America

and the Caribbean.

2113202401

For a list of participating hotels, airline restrictions and the full terms and conditions of
6758 #%;:, !2;08; 45856 67; :;9586:065#& !09;, 33#&#:8+$#' (/*1- 3526#& .#:2")5";

Earn up to 3X Hilton HHonorsTM Points when you stay at
any hotel in the Hilton Portfolio through December 31, 2015.

Flight plans include Latin America or the Caribbean?
Earn 3X Miles with participating airlines.

LEARN MORE AT HHONORS.COM/LATAMBONUS

2112097601

NEWYORK - MONTAUK

**OCEANFRONT*OCEANFRONT**
ROYAL ATLANTIC BEACH RESORT

With an array of accommodations, efficiency studios,
1 & 2 bedroom suites w/color cable TV, a/c,

telephones and private terraces.
OUR NEW ADDITION: 12 LUXURY TOWN HOUSES

w/2 bdrms., whirlpool, two 10 x 20 balconies. Cathedral Ceiling,
kitchen, DR, living room w/marble fireplace.

All just 2 blocks from town.
Call for more Information: (631) 668-5103

royalatlantic.com

Montauk, NY - PROPERTY MANAGED BY DOUBLE K MANAGEMENT CORP.
BOOK NOW FOR YOUR GETAWAY!

FALL SPECIAL
Stay 3 nights -Stay 3 nights -

Pay for 2, 1 night FREE...Pay for 2, 1 night FREE...
Limited Availability - Conditions and black-out dates apply.

MAGNIFICENTMAGNIFICENT
“CASTLE ON THE HILL”“CASTLE ON THE HILL”

FavoriteFavorite
Inns &Inns &
ResortsResorts

To Advertise Here
Please Contact
Lauren Dubin
at 631-843-2289

or email:
lauren.dubin@newsday.com
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